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The ultimate introductory guide to analyzing network communications at the packet level.  This book defines basic analyzer elements (such as capture filters, display filters, expert alarms, trend screens, and decode windows) and provides real-world examples of how an analyzer can be used to troubleshoot networks. Includes chapter tests and several trace files for practice.   
       
About the Author

Laura Chappell is the Sr. Protocol Analyst for NetAnalysis Institute.  She has authored numerous books on packet-level communication and internetworking including "Introduction to Cisco Router Configuration," "Novell's Guide to LAN Analysis: IPX/SPX" and "Cisco Internetwork Troubleshooting." Ms. Chappell spends most of her days (and some nights) tapping in to a variety of network types to document performance and optimization techniques.   --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Fundamental Statistics for the Behavioral SciencesCengage Learning, 2013

	FUNDAMENTAL STATISTICS FOR THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES focuses on providing the context of statistics in behavioral research, while emphasizing the importance of looking at data before jumping into a test. This practical approach provides readers with an understanding of the logic behind the statistics, so they understand why and how certain...
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Intelligent Systems and Technologies: Methods and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009
Intelligent systems and technologies are increasing finding their ways in our daily lives. This book presents a sample of recent research results from key researchers. The contributions include: Introduction to intelligent systems; A Fuzzy Density Analysis of Subgroups by means of DNA Oligonucleotides; Evolution of Cooperating Classification Rules...
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Andrew Rollings and Ernest Adams on Game DesignNew Riders Publishing, 2003
How do you turn a great idea into a game design? What makes one  design better than another? Why does a good design document matter, and how do  you write one? This book answers these questions and stimulates your  creativity!

Game design consists of four essential tasks: imagining a game,  defining the...
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C by Dissection: The Essentials of C ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 1995

	This significantly revised edition has been carefully designed to meet the needs of readers new to C. The reader moves easily through the fundamentals of C and on to its latest applications by means of a time-tested explanatory tool called dissection, first developed by the authors in 1984. Dissection, a pedagogical method similar to a...
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Electrospinning for Advanced Biomedical Applications and TherapiesSmithers Rapra Technology, 2012

	The main focus of this book is on the development of electrospun membranes for advanced biomedical technologies including tissue engineering and drug delivery devices. Serving as a reference book for the beginner this book also provides an in-depth analysis of the challenges to be overcome in the future. Each section of the book covers not...
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Bridge Design and Evaluation: LRFD and LRFRJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A succinct, real-world approach to complete bridge system design and evaluation


	Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) and Load and Resistance Factor Rating (LRFR) are design and evaluation methods that have replaced or offered alternatives to other traditional methods as the new standards for designing and load-rating...
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